
 

 

 
 

Chandelier 1061-8 “Hansen” 
The Historism Family 
 
 
The Historism saw one of the most creative periods of our early chandelier development. Fixtures like this 
marked the highest point of craft and design of the late 19th century drawing from earlier epochs to 
create contemporary designs. 
The frame of this chandelier is made of brass with many cast applications and features the most precious 
king’s gold finish. The crystal parts of the central stem are cut by hand skilfully polished to their brilliant 
finish. It also features the so typical spiral design on the arms many items from this period show. 
 
 
Design: Theophil, circa 1870; Historism Dia.: 57 cm, H.: 100 cm; Weight: 12 kg 

Material: Brass, hand-cut crystal; Finish: Antique gold Lights: 8 candles; Max. Wattage: 480 W  

Special requests: Other sizes 

 
 



 

 

 
 

Chandelier 1061-15 “Hansen” 
The Historism Family 
 
 
The Historism saw one of the most creative periods of our early chandelier development. Fixtures like this 
marked the highest point of craft and design of the late 19th century drawing from earlier epochs to 
create contemporary designs. 
The frame of this chandelier is made of brass with many cast applications and features the most precious 
king’s gold finish. The crystal parts of the central stem are cut by hand skilfully polished to their brilliant 
finish. It also features the so typical spiral design on the arms many items from this period show. 
 
 
Design: Theophil, circa 1870; Historism Dia.: 70 cm, H.: 100 cm; Weight: 15 kg 

Material: Brass, hand-cut crystal; Finish: Antique gold Lights: 15 candles; Max. Wattage: 900 W  

Special requests: Other sizes 

 

 



 

 

 
 

Chandelier 1061-20 “Hansen” 
The Historism Family 
 
 
The Historism saw one of the most creative periods of our early chandelier development. Fixtures like this 
marked the highest point of craft and design of the late 19th century drawing from earlier epochs to 
create contemporary designs. 
The frame of this chandelier is made of brass with many cast applications and features the most precious 
king’s gold finish. The crystal parts of the central stem are cut by hand skilfully polished to their brilliant 
finish. It also features the so typical spiral design on the arms many items from this period show. 
 
 
Design: Theophil Hansen, circa 1870; Historism Dia.: 88 cm, H.: 120 cm 

Material: Brass, hand-cut crystal; Finish: Antique gold Lights: 20 candles; Max. Wattage: 1.200 W  

Special requests: Other sizes 

 
 


